Pres. Song shared that True Mother remarked that today there was ‘a big tail’ behind the True family today – and I was grateful to be a part of it. I truly felt like I was spending the day as an extended family, who were able to experience the beauty and distinct character of Norway. I am sure that Norway has left a lasting impression on the True Family members.
The Norwegian national leader, Steiner Murud, organized the schedule – and the big team of security guards, drivers, and the travelling party could share some relaxing time together in the day after the successes of the Main Event and the European Leaders Conference.
The convoy made their way to the harbor by the stunning marble structure of the national opera house, then moved on to the Viking long boat museum – everyone marveled at the preserved boats, which brought the Viking spirit of Norway alive. Then we made our way to the spectacular national park, which reflected the spirit of Norway – the closest nation to the socialist ideal, the idea of advancement, and reaching for development together was expressed in the central monument, crafted out of a single piece of stone, it could only truly be appreciated from up close.

By the water front, lots of public art – particularly the eternal flame of peace - was appreciated by Hyung Jin Nim. Kun Yeon Ah Nim especially was so happy in the surroundings and taking lots of photos. Oslo is a small city and at each site we bumped into brothers and sisters, who felt so blessed to have this unexpected encounter with True Parents.